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In the two decades since my first preface to this book was
written, much has happened both experimentally and theoretically to
strengthen the general thesis of this book.

It is still a good

introduction to physical domain/subtle domain interactions.

Since

that time, good experimental data has been developed for many
subtle domain phenomena such as (1) Remote Viewing:

Wherein a

trained person is given a set of earth coordinates (perhaps
thousands of miles away) and asked to both describe the terrain and
what kind of activity is taking place at those coordinates in
present time as well as at a slightly future time.

The remarkable

finding is that many people can do this and with a high degree of
accuracy; (2) Human Mind/Gas Discharge Interaction:

A special gas

discharge device about the size of a sandwich was constructed and
found to be responsive to humans standing nearby.

The particular

energy emitted by the human was revealed by changes in the size and
number of electron avalanches crossing the gas in the device in
unit time.

It was found that, with an identical experimental

protocol except for the intentionality of the human, this critical
energy could be mentally directed either into the device to cause
an increase in avalanche counting

~ate

or away from the device so

that no change in counting rate occurred (1) ; (3) Anomolously Large
Voltage Surges on Healers:

Monitoring the ear voltage of a healer

during a 30 minute simulated healing session in a special

experimental environment revealed 16 anomalously large voltage
surges (

~30

- 200 volts each with

times).

Via theoretical modeling, it was found that these voltage

~

0.1 - 10 second relaxation

surges were physical level correlates associated with subtle energy
bursts, largely from the abdominal region of the healer, and that
the body could readily deliver the magnitude of electric currents
needed to manifest such large voltage surges (1) i
Photography:

(4) Anomalous

This study utilized a man who exhibited the

remarkable ability to "sensitize" a standard Kodak camera so that
standard film and standard processing would reveal totally
unexpected phenomena; e.g., a dual camera experiment (both cameras
mounted on a single tripod with a single shutter release, but one
camera was "sensitized" while the other was not, showed partially
transparent humans through which objects on a wall behind them
could be seen from the sensitized camera while the other showed
typically opaque humans standing in front of the wall(l).
All of these laboratory documented phenomena are consistent
with the picture of a multidimensional human and a multidimensional
nature that Ben and I spent so many hours discussing before he
wrote this little book.

Just as humans see only a small fragment

of the electromagnetic spectrum and hear only a small fragment of
the sound spectrum, they presently perceive only one band of the
reality spectrum because that is where the average human
consciousness is at this point in time.

However, as Ben knew, we

can individually raise that level of consciousness by inner
self-management practices at physical, emotional and mental levels.
Some of the available popular practices are Yoga, QiGong, Sufism
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and HeartMath.

Adepts of any of these four techniques very

naturally develop one to many so-called "superphysical" abilities
such as those indicated above.

And if one human can do it, then

all humans can do it with suff

ly developed inner coherence.

This is just a natural consequence of our self-directed and
self-intended growth in consciousness.
This author's working hypothesis (1) is that we are spirits (an
II-dimensional construct) having a physical experience (a single
4-dimensional cognit

domain) with many more exploratory

adventures in store as we awaken to our real nature and develop our
subtle domain bodies suffic

to safely engage in such

adventures in order to become more fully aware of our larger self.
Ben wrote this book to help encourage humanity to put
such a path to self awareness and to have abundant fun with the
process.
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